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Kiddie Tractor Pull

Monday, July 25 at 6:00 PM
Committee Member in Charge: FFA Advisor Jaimie Mann and Kelly Armour
Sponsored by: Pendleton County Farmer’s Fire Insurance and Moneyhon Tax Service
						
Girl 2-3 year olds
Girl 4-5 year olds
Girl 6-7 year olds

Boy 2-3 year olds
Boy 4-5 year olds
Boy 6-7 year olds

			
Rules:
1. Registration begins at 5:30 PM and entry fee is $1.00.
2. All participants will use the same tractor
3. Driver must stay in his/her seat during the pull.
4. The contestant must be able to pedal the tractor without assistance.
5. Parents are not allowed to be on the track or concrete pad.
6. All contestants must wear shoes.
7. All contestants will be given two chances to get the sled moving from the starting line (5 inches).
8. If the tractor leaves the pulling lane, the distance will be measured to the point where the tractor
crossed the boundary.
9. In the case of a tie, there will be a pull-off.
10. Ages are determined as of July 25, 2022.
11. Pedal Tractor will be given away to one of the registered pulling contestants immediately following
the last class. You must be present to win.
12. Ribbons will be awarded to all who enter.
13. Prize money is as follows: $4/1st place, $3/2nd place, $2/3rd place.

Open Pet Show

Monday, July 25 at 7:00 PM

Sponsor: Falmouth Ace Hardware, Wyatt’s Supermarket, and Falmouth Lion’s Club
Classes:
P01. Largest Dog
P02. Smallest Dog
P03. Dog with the best trick
P04. Most Original Dog in Costume
P05. Largest Cat
P06. Smallest Cat
P07. Cat with the best trick
P08. Most Original Cat in Costume
P09. Best Livestock Pet (pig, goat, etc. –no horses)
P10. Ugliest Pet
P11. Most Unusual Pet
P12. Pet Most Resembling its Owner
P13. Frog Jumping Contest
P14. Turtle Race
P15. Frog Costume Contest
P16. Best Painted Turtle
Guidelines:
1. Pets will be judged on grooming and conformation as well as disposition.
2. Pets must be owned by exhibitors or a member of their family.
3. Classes P01,P02,P07, and P08 will be based on height and weight of animal.
4. All pets must be either on a leash or in a pet carrier prior to and after the judging of their class.
5. Pets will not be judged on the Danish System.
6. Prizes will be awarded as $3/1st, $2/2nd and $1/3rd
7. There will be no entry fee.
8. Any pets showing a desire to fight or viciousness will be disqualified and removed from the show
area.
9. Frogs should be transported and kept until jumping time in a suitable closed container, properly bedded down with wet grass or suitable material.
10. Frogs will start their jumps from a designated starting circle. Frogs will be judged for their total
distance covered from center of starting circle in four consecutive jumps. Owner may nudge frog to
start first jump, but may not touch frog at any other time. Five minutes allowed for each frog to make
four jumps.
11. Any size turtle will qualify for the race.
12. All participants are encouraged to write Thank You notes to sponsors.

